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Abstract: The problem of histogram sharpening and thresholding by mlnJmising greylevel fuzziness is considered. The earlier
work on the said problem consists only of algoril.hms without mathematical justification of the findings. For example, the choices
of appropriate membership function and the optimum value of its window size (band width) for deteeting thresholds were made
experimentally with iterative manner.
The present work provides a complete theoretical formulation of the same and establishes the criteria regarding the choices
of membership function and its window size (band width). The variation in membership functJOn is seen to be restricted by bound
functions, thus enabling the method of segmentation more flexible but effective. Finally, the method can be viewed as a weighted
moving average technique, greyness ambiguity being the weights.
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1. Introduction

fl

A measure of ambiguity (fuzziness) in grey level
of an image is seen to be provided (1] by the terms
index of fuzziness [2], entropy [3] and index of nonfuzziness [4]. Since these terms basically reflect the
measure of closeness of grey tone image to its twotone version, they provide a quantitative measure of
image ambiguity [I] when the cross-over point is set
to a predetermined value. Modification of crossover point will result in variation in these values
and so a set of minima may be obtained corresponding to the optimum threshold levels of the
image.
The above concept was used earlier experimentally by Pal et al. [5] and Pal and Rosenfeld [6] to
detect thresholds for various bimodal and multimodal images. They considered only Zadeh's standard S function [7] over an interval of length c (window size) in extracting a fuzzy subset 'bright image'
from the image. But the authors did not provide
any mathematical basis of either the choice of mem-

bership function or their findings. For example, the
limitation of using any other type of membership
function is neither theoretically nor even experimentally justified. The observations on the choice
of c (which is critical for detecting valleys) was provided only experimentally. No mathematical reason
was given on the choice of optimal value of c in
order to detect a valley.
The present work provides a mathematical formulation of the aforesaid method, establishes theoretically the choice of optimum c and the selection
of membership function and justifies the said experimental results. The frame work takes into consideration all possible membership functions and histograms. The relation between c and the length of the
interval between two peaks of histogram is established. The effect of variation of membership function (i.e., the limitation on the choice of g) on the
results is mathematically described. It is then found
out that the requisite membership function g may
be confined within the bounds of Murthy and Pal
[8] and it possesses symmetry in ambiguity around
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the cross-over point. With this, the method is therefore seen to be flexible enough in selecting its input
membership function keeping the output satisfactory.
The present investigation can not only be regarded as a completion of the earlier work, but also
be viewed as a generalization of the same. Finally,
the method has been shown to be equivalent to a
weighted moving average technique [9].
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intensity Xmll> m = 1, . .. ,M and n = I, .. . ,N. The
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The concept of using index of fuzziness for
threshold selection is described below. Similar argument holds for entropy also. Let Zadeh's standard
S function [7] be considered Il here.
= a if Xm " :S; P,
p)/(r - p)f if p:S; x",n:S; q,
= 1 - 2[(x mn - r)/(r - pW if q :S; X"'tI :S; r,
= I if x"'" ~ r
(4)

Il(X",,,;p,q,r)

= 2[(x m "

-

with q = 1(P + r) and Llq = r - q = q - p. The parameter q is the cross-over point. The window
length = r - P = 2 i1q.
Let us, for example, consider the object and
background segmentation of a bimodal histogram.
Now, for an image X, the fuzzy measures basically
compute the distance between its brightness property llx and its nearest two-tone property Ilx- Since,
X isdependent of the cross-over point q, proper
selection of q (and hence the membership function)
may therefore be obtained which will result in minimum value of these measures y and E. This minimum value corresponds to appropriate segmentation of tbe image and q may be taken as optimum
threshold. This is optimum in the sense that, for any
other choice of q, the}' or E measure will be greater
than this.

a

Intuitively ambiguity in greyness should be maximum when Il(X"",) = 0.5 and it should decrease as
fI(X",,,) moves away from 0.5. The above mentioned
measures possess this property and hence they can
be considered to represent the greyness ambiguity
in X.
Observe that Y/( X) is the same as y( X) because of
the reason mentioned below.
(a) Letll(x"",) :S; 1/2. Then

00

---"---q

Figure I Graph showing index of fuzziness values vo. cross-over
points. lJo
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The corresponding p.(x m ,,) plane can be regarded
as a fuzzy segemented version of X. For obtaining
its non-fuzzy (crisp) version, the cross-over point q
(having maximum ambiguity) was considered
above as the threshold between object and background. The above concept can similarly be extended to a multimodal image where there would be
several minima corresponding to different valley
points of the histogram.

problem and some of its consequences are stated.
The relation between c (window size) and the distance between modes is also established in Section
3. In Section 4, different types of membership functions are taken and the corresponding changes on
the thresholds of histogram are discussed. Section
5 describes the relation between the moving average
method [9] and the method presented here.

Algorithmfor greyleve/thresholding

3. Mathematical formulation of histogram
thresholding

The fuzzy membership function Ii(X,,",;p,q,r)
(equation (4» is considered. The function Ii is
shifted over the interval [0, L] by varying p, q and
r but keeping LJq fixed. When LJq is fixed, the whole
function I' can be determined uniquely given q. Indices of fuzziness are calculated for every Ii, i.e., for
every q. The valley points of;(q) are taken to be the
detected thresholds (unambiguous valley points) of
the histogram of the input image. The algorithm is
thus seen to be able to sharpen an input histogram
hy removing the local variations and amhiguities in
the vicinity of its valleys.
In this algorithm c = 2 LJq is the length of the interval which is shifted over the entire dynamic
range. As c decreases, the {1(X m") plane would have
more intensified contrast around the cross-over
point resulting in decrease of ambiguity in X. As a
result the possibility of detecting some undesirable
thresholds (spurious minima) increases because of
the smaller value of LJq.
On the other hand, increase of c results in a
higher value of fuzziness and thus leads towards the
possibility of losing some of the weak minima.
Though the earlier works [5,6] used this concept,
the mathematical formulation of the problem was
not provided. For example, it was reported that if
c is greater than the distance between the modes,
then the corresponding valley point may be lost [5].
But the mathematical justification of this finding
was not given. Similar is the case with the selection
of the mem bership function where only the function
shown in equCltion (4) was considered. The consequences of using other types of membership functions are neither mathematically nor experimentally
studied.
In Section 3, a mathematical formulation of the

We shall assume continuous functions for the formulation and proofs. Similar results hold in discrete
cases also The histogram will be represented by f,
the membership function hy g and the index of
fuzziness by M oH when: M 0 is a constant
(M o = 2/MN of equation (2a» and H represents
the other part of equation (2a). (The summation
sign should be changed to an integral because of
continuity.)
Theorem 1. Let! [0, L]

-> [0, (0) be such that
(i)fis continuous,
(ii).f{a) = f(b), a < h andfhas local maximums at
a and b.
(iii) Yo = !(a + b),fhas a local minimum at Yo,
(iv) f is symmetric around Yo in the interval [a, b],
and
(v)fis convex in [a,b].
Let g: [o,c] ..... [0, I] be such that
(i) g is continuous. g(O) = 0, g(c) = 1,
(ii) g is monotonically non-decreasing. and
(iii) g(x) = 1 - g(c - x) Vxe[O,c]
(5)
where c > is the length of the window.
Let c < b - a. Let (j = !(h - a - c). Let

°

f

e/2

Hg(y)

=

g(x)f(y - c/2

+ x) dx

o

f
c

+

(I - g(x»)f(y - c/2

+ x) dx.

(/2

(Ohserve that MoHg(y) gives the index o.ffuzziness in
the interval (y - e/2, y + c/2).) Then
Hiy)

~

Hg(yo)

VyE(yo - 6,Yo

+ 6).
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Proof. Let 0 < e < 6. Let y
that Hg(Y) ~ Hlyo).

= Yo -

We shall show

8.

Now

e - e/2

+ X) dx
+

(I - g(x»I(yo - e/2 -

I;

+ x) dx

o

o

J

g(x)f(yo - e/2

e

c

+

=

Hlyo)

f g(x)f(yo -

=

J

<:/2

ell

Hg(Y)
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f (I -

g(x»f(yo - e/2

+ x) dx

e/2

+ X) dx

= J1 + J2

(say).

ci2

By applying the same calculation of
be shown that

(say).
We shall simplify /2 now with the transformation

J2 =

f g(x)f(yo -

e/2

+ x) dx

o

o

f [I -

= -

to J 2 it can

eJ2

x=e-z

/2

/2

g(e - z)]

i.e.

el2

</2

x f(yo - e/2 - c + e - z) dz

Hg(yo) = 2

J

g(x)f(yo - e/2

+ x) dx

o

e/2

J

g(z)fCyo

(from (6».

+ e/2 - e - z) dz

For y = Yo + s when 0 < c < 6, a similar proof
holds. Hence the theorem. 0

o
e/2

J

Remark 1. (a) A similar proof can be given if the en-

g(z)f(yo - e/2 + e + z) dz.

tropy is taken to be the grey level ambiguity measure.
(b) 6 in the above theorem will give an idea of the
length of the interval in which Hg(y) ~ Hlyo). For
e being close to b - a, 6 will be very small and the
valley will be obtained in a smaller interval. In
practical cases the valley may become invisible also.
The case of e = b - a is tackled below in Note 1.

o
(Thus/is symmetric in [a, b).) So

J

C/2

Hly) =

g(x) [fCyo - e - e/2

+ x)

o

+ f(yo

- e/2

+ c + x)] dx

Note 1. Let f and g satisfy the same assumptions as
in Theorem l. Let e> 0 be a small quantity, e =
b - a and y = Yo - e. So

el2

=2

J

g(x) [tf(yo - c - e/2

+ x)

o

+ tf(yo + c -

~2

e/2

+ x») dx

e
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o
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+
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e

+

(I - g(x»f(yo -

el2

£ -

+ x) dx

e -,

+ 12 + 13 + 14

= II

f

(sa y).

e

=

H,/yo)

+ x) dx

g(x)f(yo - el2

o
e/2

f g(x)f(yo -

+

el2 + x) dx

Figure 2. Histogram in which a mode can not be precisely denoted.

e
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C
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+ x) dx

(1 - g(x»f(yo - el2

+ x) dx

e/2
e

f

+
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Now, as in Theorem 1, 13 can be proved to be equal
to

f

,'/2

g(x)f(yo

+x +e-

Similar to Theorem I, 1 2
greater than or eq ual to

f

e12) dx.

+ 13

can be proved to be

el2

2

g(x)f(yo - el2

+ x) dx =

+ J 4 can be proved to

Now 1 I

f

12

+ 13 ,

be equal to

e

2

g(x)f(yo - e/2

+ x) dx.

o

14 can be shown to be equal to

f

If [: is sufficiently small, this difference may (not always) become negligible because g is continuous
and f is continuous which in turn gives Hg(yo) ~
Hg(y). So for e = b - a, practically, it is not always
guaranteed that Hivo) < Hg(y) For e> b - G, a
similar conclusion can be arrived at. So it can be
conclusively stated that, for achieving a valley in
H/y) corresponding to a valley in J, the window
length e should be less than the distance between
two peaks, iff and g satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.
In practical problems, the modes of histograms
may not be found out exactly. For example, in Figure 2, though it appears that there are two modes,
the value of the second mode is not exactly known.
In Figure 3, another histogram is shown, where the
two modes are known more or less accurately but
the convexity and symmetry properties do not hold
and also there are many other local minima. By
using fuzzy membership functions for sharpening
the histogram, we would like to remove the redundant local minima of the histogram of Figure 3, so
that Hg(y) in Theorem I would have one minimum
in between the two modes. That is, the membership
function should be taken in such a way that Hi-V)

e

g(x)f(yo - el2

+ e + x) dx

o
Therefore,

c

=

J

g(x) {{(Yo -

£ -

el2

+ x)

o

+ f(yo

~ el2

+ x + E) -

2f(yo - el2

+ x») dx.

Figure 3. Histogram where convexity and symmetry properties
are not satisfied.
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should remove 'unnecessary' local minima of the
histogram. We shall show below that if the value of
c is very small then H.~(y) would give many local
minima (Example 1).

Example I. Consider Figure 4 where a histogramf
is shown. Though the prominent modes are a1 and
a2 , there are other local maxima namely a3, a4 , as
and a7' Let us consider a 1 and as. Yo is the only
local minimum between at and as.fis convex in the
interval a 1 and as· Let a6 be such that/(a6) = f(a s )
and a J < a6 < Yo < as· Now suppose that f is
symmetric in the interval (a6,aS) around Yo. Let e <
as - a6 . Then any g satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 1 would have Yo as a local minimum. But
the detection of Yo as a threshold is desirable or not
depends on the problem. For the same histogram
shown in Figure 4 and for a two-class problem
H;,/y) may produce other local minima if the value
of c is not big enough. In practical problems,
whether the conditions of convexity and symmetry
are satisfied or not, it is better to take c to be
~ as - a 6 if the detection of Yo is to be avoided.
From Example I, it is apparent that the value of
c cannot be very small compared to the difference
between the modes. In this section, though all the
results are stated for the index of fuzziness, the same
conclusions would hold for the entropy also.
In the next section the effect of various types of
membership functions on the valley points are observed.

4. Various membership functions and greyness
ambiguity

In the previous section the relation between c and
the difference in local minima is established. In this
section, different types of membership functions are
examined for the threshold selection using greyness
ambiguity. In Example 2, the same histogram of
Example I is considered to show that some types of
membership functions may provide undesirable results.

Exan Ie 2. The histogram under consideration is
the one shown in Figure 4. Consider gl. 6 as shown
202
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l
Figure 4. Histogram of Examples 1 and 2.

in Figure 5 for 6 > 0 and 0 > O. (Though a specific
form of g is presented below, any form with the
same idea would suffice the purpose.)

2ex

gr.,ix ) = - - - - - ,
c - as + a 6 + u
for 0:( x:( ·He - as

I

+ a6 + 6) =

At,

(l - 2e)(x - te)

= -

+ -----'-----=---

=I

- gr.,6(e - x)

-o

2
as -a 6
for At :( x:( ie,

fode.:( x:( e

where 0 < " is a small quantity, 0 < 6 < as - a 6 , as
and a6 are as defined in Example I, c is any positive
number and A 2 = e - At. The essential differences
between g of Example 1 and gr., b of this example are
listed in Table I.
Note 2. In order that Yo of Figure 4 should not be
detected as a valley point of the greyness ambiguity
function, not only the value of e > as - a6, but also
the membership function g,. J of Example 2 is to be
avoided. g"J has most of its variation concentrated

g(x) 112

o

A, (/2
x

Az

(

Figure 5. Membership function or Example 2.
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Table j
g of Example I

g"o of Example 2

I.

The length of domaiIl of g is less than as - a".

The length of domain of g". is greater than a5

2.

Outside the interval of length as - a", g takes values '0' or
'I' so Ihat greyness ambiguity will be zero for those valnes.

Outside the middle interval of length as - a o - ti, either Shannon's function or min(g,,ix), I - g"o(x)) takes very small values
(because I; can be made arbitrarily small) so thal after the multiplication with f, the resull would be insignificant. That is, g,,~
serves the same purpose as g of Example I. Hence valley Yo will
be detected,

in a small interval in the middle of [O,c] and has little variation in the rest. So this function would not
satisfy the bounds of Murthy and Pal [8J. (The
bounds of Murthy and Pal are described in the Appendix,) In the practical problems where assumptions of convexity and symmetry are not satisfied
for f, it is imperative that the functions of the sort
g"o are to be avoided.

That is, most of the variation in g is concentrated
towards the end point e. The multiplication of the
heights of the histogram with either Shannon's
function or the index of fuzziness would be insignificant in the interval [0, e/2] if I> is taken suitably This
would essentially result in a membership function g
whose domain is of length e/2 but not e.
That means, once the value of c is chosen, the
variation of g should not be concentrated mostly on
a small interval towards the end point of the interval [O,e]. Similarly, it can be argued that it cannot
be concentrated towards the starting point of the interval [O,c]. From Note 2, it is apparent that the
variation in g cannot be concentrated in a small interval in the middle of [0, e],
Observe that, if the variation in g is concentrated
towards one of the end points of g, or in a smaIJ interval in the middle of [0, c), then it can not satisfy
the bounds of Murthy and Pal [8]. The conclusion
is that, g can be taken to be a function satisfying the
above bounds, In Figure 7, such bound functions
are shown. Once g satisfies the bounds, then the
form of g may be taken as

We will now show that if most of the variation
in g is concentrated towards one of the end points
of the interval [0, c], it is,inadvisable to consider that
function (Note 3). The argument will be similar to
that of Example 2,
Note 3. Let g be a function (Figure 6) from [O,e] to
[0,1] such that
(i) g(O) = 0, gee) = 1, g is monotonically nondecreasing,
(ii) there exists a point zE[3e/4,e) such that
g(z) = i, and
(iii) there exists zo, e/2 ~ Zo < Z such that
g(zo) < e where e is a small positive value.

-

a",

3
7;

g(x) 1/2

I

'4

o

z
x

Figure 6. Membership function of NOle 3.

c

o

\

7;

I

'2

3

l,

X

Figure 7. Bound functions.
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c

J

= I - g(e - x) VXE[O,e],

h(x)j(y - e/2

because this would be able to detect the valley, in
case it is present.

+ x) dx

o
r

J

h(x) dx

5. M ttJod of

o

oving averages

The method of moving averages is a standard
technique in statistics [9] for smoothening the histogram. The method is described below, and its relation with histogram smoothing by minimising the
greyness ambiguity is described.

Now, in order to find the local minimum value of
the transformed frequencies iL is sufficient to deal
wiLh
c

f h(x)j(y -

e/2

+ x) dx

o
sJOce
The method of moving averages for window size
3 is described below. The data is the output of a certain factory for every month in a year. See Table 2.
Observe that for a continuous histogramf, window
size c, the moving average method would give
c

(f j(y -

el2

+ x) dX}C

for every point y.
A generalization to the moving average method
is to give unequal weights Lo the frequencies, i.e. for
weight function h, the transformed freq uency at the
point y is

Table 2
Outpul

ResuH of moving average method for Window size 3

a,

+ a 2 + a.1)/3

(.12

(a,

f.1 J

(a, + a, +

a4

(a,

+ a. + a,)i3

May
June

11,

(a 4

ao

(a, + a 6

+ as + a o)/3
+ a,)i3

July
Augu,t

(.1,

Seplember
October
November
December

a"
aJn

(a o + a, + a 8 )/3
(a, + a B + a o)/3
("8 + a o + a,o)/3
(a 9 + a,o + a ,I )./3

a"

(a,o T

March
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o
While selecting thresholds for histogram segmentation, we minimised
c

J

h(x).f(y - el2

+ x) dx

where hex) depends on the greyness ambiguity
measure. So the methods described in this paper are
nothing but a generalization of the techniq ue of
moving averages and segmenting on the basis of the
transformed histogram. In other words, the method
may be said to be a weighted moving average
threshold selection method, where the weights are
the ambiguity values.

6. Conclusions

------_.

Junl1<lry
february

h(x) dx is a constant.

o

o

Month

J
r

lv! oring averages

a~

f.I J 2

a I'

° )13
4

+ (/,.2)/3

Minimising the greyness ambiguity by different
fuzzy measures has been proved to be a useful tool
for formulating a method of segmentation or sharpening of a grey tone image. Any kind of monotonically nondecreasing membership function satisfying
the bounds and eq uation (5) can be used for the
above mentioned purposes. This, in turn, makes the
approach flexible.
In the earlier reports [5,6], Zadeh's S function
was used as a membership function. Note that this
function satisfies the bounds and equation (5).
Therefore, the theory described here can be viewed
as a generalization of earlier works. Note also that
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some 0 bservations were made [5,6) all the eJTt:L:t of
window size without any mathematical basis. The
present framework provides a theoretical justification to those findings.
In addition, the present investigation visualises
the problem in a generalised set up and provides
flexible choices for window sizes and membership
functions with a proper mathematical basis. In this
sense, this can be considered as a completion of the
earlier research. Furthermore, the algorithm is
found to be analogous to the moving average techOlque.

Il is to be IlH::udul1eo that P2 i:1no P3 ~houlo nul
be considered in isolation of P I' Had this been the
case, one can cite several examples when 0 1 1 and
0 21 but C6l'b2 < 0 and 0 1 1 and 02~ but cJ I . .I 2 > O.
Subsequently, the types of membership functions
which should not be considered in fuzzy set theory
are categorised with the help of correlation. Bound
functions 11 1 and 11 2 are accordingly derived [8).
They are

o ~ x ~ 10,
h 2(x) =

=
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Appendix

Bounds for membership functions
The membership function g considered throughout this paper has the following properties:
(i) g: [0, c) -+ [0, I] is continuous,
(ii) g(O) = 0, g( I) = I and g is monotonic.
Recently Murthy and Pal [8) formulated bounds
for membership functions of the above sort in order
to discard the membership functional forms which
are to be avoided while representing a fuzzy set in
practice. Significance of these bounds in image segmentation and analysis problems was also found to
be jus tified [8].
The expression for bound functions is based on
properties of correlation [10] between two membership functions OI(X) and 02(X). The main properties
on which correlation was formulated are
PI: If for higher values of 0 1, <)2 takes higher values and for lower values of 01> O2 also takes lower
values then cVl'"2
, > 0 (c represents correlation).
P2: If 0 11 and 02 1 then (.1 1 . .1 2 > O.
P3: If 0 1 1 and 02~ then C<lI.<l 2 < o.
(1 denotes increases and 1 denotes decreases.)

e < x ~ 1,
+ 1::, o ~ x < I - e,

=X X

I,

c,

l-e~x~1

where t = 0.25.
The bounds for the membership function g considered throughout this paper are h 1 (x) ~ g(x) ~
h 2 (x) for x E [0, I].
For x belonging to any arbitrary interval, the
bound functions will be changed proportionately.
For hI ~ g ~ h 2 , Cll 1 ' 112 ~ 0, C,11 . g ~ 0 and C1I 2 .g ~ O.
The function g lying in between h 1 and h 2 does not
have most of its variation concentrated (i) in a very
small interval, (ii) towards one of the end points of
the interval under consideration and (iii) towards
both the end points of the interval under consideration.
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